Tracking & Improving
Employee Engagement
Why do this?
A staggering 67% of your people give you their time, but not their best effort or ideas.
They're present, but nowhere near engaged in what they or the business does.
What sort of business would you have if you could turn the lights on behind the eyes of
your employees and light the fires within them? To start that journey, it's necessary to
first understand what's driving that disconnection and track progress.

What you'll get as a result
Focusing on improving the engagement of your team is a long-term commitment that brings huge
benefits to individuals and the business. Having an engaged workforce will:
Increase:

Decrease:

Productivity & Quality

Recruitment Costs

Profitability

Employee Turnover

Innovation

Sick Days

Talent Retention

On The Job Accidents

Customer Advocacy

Customer Complaints

How you'll get there

Using a combination of proven questions that measure the key factors affecting
employee engagement, and specific business context questions, we'll set up an
anonymous employee engagement survey. This will establish the benchmark for
levels of engagement in your business and flag areas of strength, and those in need
of focus and improvement, that can be tracked over time.
You'll get a full report, supported by relevant charts and commentary that brings to
life the results of your survey and highlights specific watch-outs and actions
required to build higher levels of engagement.

Why choose me to support you?
I believe that engaged and aligned people are the not-so-secret juice powering great businesses and
brands. Getting more of that good stuff out is why I created Bizjuicer. I help companies become stickier,
more engaging places to work, that hold onto more of their top talent and outperform their competitors
by connecting the business purpose and proposition to the people within it.

The cost
Survey & Report from £3,000.00 ex VAT, depending on business size and complexity of reporting required.
For that you get a bespoke questionnaire, anonymous link to the survey, comprehensive report of results
with insightful commentary, all raw data and face-to-face presentation of the results. Further support to
set-up smaller, follow-up pulse surveys can be negotiated on a day rate basis.
Contact Andy Goram on 07564 505481, or at andy@bizjuicer .com

